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The adjustment of X-linked gene expression to the X
chromosome copy number (dosage compensation [DC]) has
been widely studied as a model of chromosome-wide gene
regulation. In Caenorhabditis elegans, DC is achieved by
twofold down-regulation of gene expression from both Xs
in hermaphrodites. We show that in males, the single X
chromosome interacts with nuclear pore proteins, while in
hermaphrodites, the DC complex (DCC) impairs this in-
teraction and alters X localization. Our results put forward
a structural model of DC in which X-specific sequences
locate the X chromosome in transcriptionally active domains
in males, while the DCC prevents this in hermaphrodites.
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Throughout the animal kingdom, varied strategies have
evolved to equalize expression of the X chromosome
genes between sexes with different X to autosomes ratios,
a process called dosage compensation (DC) (for review,
see Ferrari et al. 2014). InCaenorhabditis elegans, genetic
screens and RNA quantifications showed that DC occurs
in hermaphrodites by twofold down-regulation of X-linked
transcripts from both Xs (for review, see Strome et al.
2014). A number of mutants were isolated in which
overexpression of X-linked genes led to hermaphrodite-
specific defects (dpy genes) or sex determination and DC
deficiency (sdc genes). Remarkably, all proteins of the
sex-specific Dpy and Sdc classes interact and form a single
complex, the DC complex (DCC). Structurally, the DCC
is similar to condensin I and loaded on the X chromosome

at rex (recruitment element on X) sites characterized by
a 12-base-pair (bp) MEX (motif enriched on X) consensus
sequence (Ercan et al. 2009; Jans et al. 2009). Thirty-eight
rex sites have been experimentally demonstrated, and
sequence analysis suggests the presence of 100–300 sites
on the X chromosome (Jans et al. 2009). This estimation is
due to the fact that the DCCmoves and spreads along the
X chromosome from its nucleation sites (Csankovszki
et al. 2004). The DCC accumulates at promoters upstream
of transcription start sites; however, the relationship be-
tween DCC accumulation and transcriptional regulation
remains disputed (Ercan et al. 2009; Jans et al. 2009).
Genome-wide run-on experiments have shown that the
DCC reduces transcription from the X chromosome, al-
though RNA polymerase chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP) does not show a significant reduction comparedwith
autosomes (Kruesi et al. 2013). How DCC loading regulates
RNA polymerase II (Pol II) function still remains unknown.
Compared with autosomes, compensated X chromatin is
depleted for the histone variant HTZ-1 and H4K16 acety-
lation, likely a consequence of lower transcription, and
carries highH4K20monomethylation (H4K20me1), spread-
ing with the DCC (Whittle et al. 2008; Petty et al. 2011;
Vielle et al. 2012; Wells et al. 2012). Inside the nuclear
space, the compensated X displays a peculiar tridimen-
sional conformation: While all autosomes have high in-
teractions of both arms with the nuclear lamina, the X
chromosome is only loosely interacting with the periphery
at telomeres (Fig. 1D; Ikegami et al. 2010; Towbin et al.
2012). In males, no specific chromosome organization or X-
specific chromatin marks have been described. Given the
similarity between the DCC and condensins, the presence
of a specific higher-order structure of the X chromosomes
facilitated by the DCC has been suggested as a model for
years but never tested directly (Ferrari et al. 2014).

Results and Discussion

We asked whether DC has an effect on X chromosome
tridimensional organization by carrying out fluorescence
in situ hybridization (FISH) for a rex site located in the
center of the chr X (rex-33) (Fig. 1B). Radial distribution of
this locus was scored in 40- to 150-cell stage male and
hermaphrodite embryos (after DC establishment) (Chuang
et al. 1994; Dawes et al. 1999) using the three-zone scoring
assay (Fig. 1A; representative image of FISH data in
Supplemental Fig. S1,; Askjaer et al. 2014). For each FISH
signal, in theZ-plane inwhich the spot is the brightest, the
nuclear section is divided into three zones of equal surface.
The spot is then binned into one of these three zones. In
hermaphrodite embryos, rex-33 is randomly localized,
although the probe overlaps with a site previously shown
as highly enriched for nuclear pore proteins (nucleoporins)
(Fig. 1B; Ikegami and Lieb 2013). As the subnuclear
localization of this site was not tested previously, our data
suggest that pore–chromatin interaction occurs in the
nuclear lumen or that this interaction is present in aminor
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fraction of cells. Inmales, rex-33was preferentially located
in zone 1 (58% of spots) (Fig. 1B). Scoring of eight additional
loci distributed along the X chromosome (Fig. 1C,E)
showed that in hermaphrodites, our measurements largely
agree with LEM-2 ChIP data performed in hermaphrodites:
Loci with high LEM-2 enrichment are preferentially lo-
cated in zone 1 (Fig. 1E), while regions with low LEM-2
enrichment show random distribution inside the nucleus.
In male embryos, all sites show highly significant enrich-
ment in the peripheral-most zone (at least 50%) (Fig. 1E).
The difference between males and hermaphrodites is
particularly visible in the center of the chromosome, as
telomeres appear to be anchored at the nuclear envelope
similarly in both sexes (Ferreira et al. 2013). Moreover,

peripheral positioning does not appear to be rex site-
specific, as both rex and non-rex loci are peripherally
located (Fig. 1E). It is, however, specific to the X chromo-
some, as an autosomal site located in the middle of chr V
is similarly positioned in males and hermaphrodites
(Fig. 1F,G). Our data therefore indicate a sex-specific X
chromosome localization.
To ensure that the observed differences in X chromosome

organization are due to DC and not an outcome of differen-
tial gene expression between sexes, we scored the X chro-
mosome position in noncompensated XO hermaphrodite
embryos (TY2205) (Csankovszki et al. 2009). These animals
have one X chromosome, express a hermaphrodite transcrip-
tional program, and do not initiate DC. Two sites located
in themiddle of chr Xwere located similarly inmales, while
the position of the center region of chr V was internal
or random for all genotypes (Fig. 1F,G). Differences in X
chromosome organization are therefore not a consequence
of global gene expression differences between sexes but
rather reflect DC acting on X. This implies that the ‘‘default’’
localization of the noncompensated X chromosome is at the
nuclear periphery as in males and that this localization is
impaired by the loading of the DCC on X chromosomes in
hermaphrodites, leading to an internal location.
A consequence of theDC-positioning hypothesis above is

that down-regulation of theDCC in hermaphrodites should
lead to perinuclear localization of the X chromosome. As
the localization in XO hermaphrodites suggests, mutation
of components of the DCC (sdc-3) leads to relocation of the
X chromosome to the periphery (Fig. 1G). To test this
hypothesis more directly, we used lacO repeats inserted in
the central region of chr X and a control insertion in the
center of chr I. Expression in trans of GFP-lacI leads to the
formation of a visible spot of which radial position inside
the nucleus can be scored (Fig. 1H,I; Askjaer et al. 2014).
Upon DCC knockdown, transcription in the vicinity of
these lacO insertions is up-regulated for the X chromosome
locus and stable around the chr I insertion site (Supple-
mental Fig. S2; Kruesi et al. 2013). As in our FISH analysis,
the X-linked locus is randomly positioned in hermaphro-
dites and significantly enriched at the nuclear periphery in
males. In contrast, the locus on chr I is internally positioned
in both sexes (Fig. 1J). We depleted either SDC-2 or DPY-27,
both subunits of the DCC, using RNAi. Phenotypically,
sdc-2(RNAi) has a strong effect, with most animals show-
ing a Dumpy phenotype, while dpy-27(RNAi) is less pen-
etrant (data not shown). Upon down-regulation of sdc-2
or dpy-27, the chr X lacO insertion showed a 16% or 10%
increase in the outermost zone 1 compared with control
RNAi, respectively, while the same treatment did not
change the position of the autosomal site (Fig. 1K). This
implies that the DCC prevents the association of the chr X
with the nuclear periphery.
Our results show that in rapidly cycling male embry-

onic blastomeres, the X chromosome is localized at the
nuclear periphery. Such a conformation strongly suggests
the existence of anchoring sequences on the X chromo-
some and anchor sites at the nuclear rim. A striking
feature of the X chromosome is its enrichment for the
MEX motif, a motif recognized by the DCC for loading
(McDonel et al. 2006; Jans et al. 2009). We asked whether
a single MEX motif would be able to direct an autosomal
locus to the nuclear periphery in males specifically by
creating strains with an ectopic autosomal insertion of
a MEX motif (rex-1•33) (Fig. 2A; McDonel et al. 2006).

Figure 1. The X chromosome is peripherally located in males, and
DC impairs this localization. (A) Three-zone assay to quantify the
radial position of a locus inside the nucleus. (B) Location of rex-33 on
chr X with LEM-2 ChIP–chip profile overlay ([red] high LEM-2
interaction; [blue] low LEM-2 interaction) and three-zone scoring for
the same locus in hermaphrodites and males. Statistical data for all
scorings in Supplemental Table 1: (*) P < 0.05; (**) P < 0.01; (asterisks
on the bars) P-value against random in x2 test; (gray) significantly
internal; (black) significantly peripheral; (asterisks between bars)
P-value between samples in Fisher exact test. (C) Localization of
analyzed rex and non-rex (fos) sites along chr X. (D) LEM-2 ChIP–chip
profile along the hermaphrodite X chromosome (data from Ikegami
et al. 2010). (E) Zone 1 scorings for sites in C in hermaphrodite and
male. (Red dashed line) Random distribution (33%). (F) Location of
scored loci on chr V and chr X, with overlay of the LEM-2 ChIP–chip
profile. (G) Zone 1 scorings for the sites in F in XO males and XX and
XO hermaphrodites. (H) Location of lacO repeats insertions on chr I
and chr X, with overlay of the LEM-2 ChIP–chip profile. (I) Representa-
tive images of nuclei in male and hermaphrodite embryos for the chr X
insertion. (J) Zone 1 scorings for the insertions in H in XX hermaphro-
dites and XO males. (K) Zone 1 scorings for the insertions in H in XX
hermaphrodites grown on control (L4440), sdc-2, and dpy-27 RNAi.
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This locus was preferentially positioned internally in
hermaphrodites, while in males, the same site showed
significant enrichment in zone 1 (Fig. 2B). Insertion of
a similar construct with a mutated MEX motif led to
a slightly internal localization similar in both sexes. We
conclude that in males, the MEX motif is sufficient for
perinuclear targeting of an otherwise internal locus. As
manyMEXmotifs are present on the X chromosome (Jans
et al. 2009),MEX periphery interaction could position the
entire X chromosome close to the nuclear rim in males.
The nuclear periphery is a contrasted environment with

silent chromatin anchored at the nuclear lamina (Ikegami
et al. 2010; Towbin et al. 2012; Gonzalez-Aguilera et al.
2014) and active domains located close to nuclear pores by
transcription-dependent mechanisms (Ikegami and Lieb
2013; Rohner et al. 2013).We therefore askedwhich domain
the X chromosome is interacting with using DNA adenine
methyltransferase identification (DamID) followed by se-
quencing (DamID-seq). Male or hermaphrodite L4 animals
expressing Dam fusions to either lamin (LMN-1) (Towbin
et al. 2012), the nucleoporin MEL-28/ELYS (Fernandez and
Piano 2006; Galy et al. 2006), or GFP (diffusible control)
were used to map genomic regions in close proximity to

these nuclear landmarks. For lamin DamID in hermaphro-
dites, we obtained profiles very similar to previously
published data, showing the characteristic high interaction
pattern of the autosomal arms (Fig. 2C; Gonzalez-Aguilera
et al. 2014). In males, the lamin DamID profile was
remarkably similar to hermaphrodites, except for the X
chromosome, which showed slightly more interactions
with the nuclear lamina (Fig. 2C). ForMEL-28/ELYSDamID
in hermaphrodites, the signal was very similar between
autosomes and the X chromosome (Fig. 2D). A previous
study found discrete interaction sites of chromatin with
nucleoporins (Ikegami and Lieb 2013); however, the resolu-
tion of our low animal number DamID impairs such fine-
scale analysis. In males, however, at the chromosome scale,
the single X chromosome shows broad interactions with
MEL-28 (Fig. 2D). This is highly reminiscent of Drosophila
males, in which the activating DCC (MSL/MOF) coating
the X chromosome contains Nup153 and TPR/Mtor, two
nucleoporins that show widespread interaction with the X
chromosome (Mendjan et al. 2006; Vaquerizas et al. 2010).
Upon loading, the MSL/MOF complex changes the chro-
matin conformation of X, although this conformation was
unaffected upon knockdown of Nup153 or TPR/Mtor
(Grimaud and Becker 2009). The interaction of nucleoporins
with chromatin has been shown in a variety of systems
to increase transcriptional output (Casolari et al. 2004;
Capelson et al. 2010; Kalverda et al. 2010; Liang et al.
2013). While in these studies, a significant proportion of
interactions between nucleoporins and chromatin took
place in the nuclear interior, our FISH data suggest that the
interactions with MEL-28 observed by DamID to a large
extent represent events at nuclear pores.
Together, this allows us to draw a model in which the X

chromosome in males is targeted to the nuclear rim by
MEX motifs. Targeting to nuclear pores may be achieved
through Pol III transcribed noncoding RNA (ncRNA)
sequences (Ikegami and Lieb 2013), which are particularly
enriched on the X chromosome (ratios of annotated
ncRNA to coding sequences of 1.2 for X and 0.3 for all
autosomes [WormBase data; http://www.wormbase.org]).
Nuclear pore-mediated interaction has been shown in
yeast to depend on incorporation of the histone variant
HTZ1 (H2A.Z) (Light et al. 2010). Interestingly, the same
variant HTZ-1 is underrepresented on hermaphrodite X
chromosomes (Whittle et al. 2008; Petty et al. 2011),
suggesting a possiblemechanism for pore-mediated activa-
tion of X-linked genes in males by histone exchange and
promotion of HTZ-1 incorporation.
In hermaphrodites, one hypothesis for themechanism of

transcriptional down-regulation of X chromosomes is that
the DCC and H4K20me1 increase chromosome compac-
tion by physically entangling chromatin, thereby impair-
ing access of the RNA polymerases to X-linked genes
(Chuang et al. 1994; Vielle et al. 2012). In this model,
a given genomic length on the X chromosome should be
more compact in dosage-compensated hermaphrodites
than in males and more compact than a similarly sized
autosomal region. To evaluate the difference in chromatin
compaction levels, we analyzed the physical distance
between pairs of sites separated by a genomic distance of
1 or 4 Mb (Fig. 3A; Supplemental Fig. S1A,B). Using
projections along the Z-axis, we measured the projected
distances between these loci in male and hermaphrodite
embryos after DC establishment. Distances between loci
were normalized to the nuclear diameter to correct for size

Figure 2. An ectopic MEX motif targets an autosomal locus to the
nuclear periphery, and the male X chromosome shows widespread
interaction with nuclear pores. (A) Location of the MEX motif
insertion on chr II, with overlay of LEM-2 ChIP–chip profile (color
as in Fig. 1B). (B) Zone 1 scorings for the insertion in A in two strains
with a wild-type (WT) and one strain with a mutated rex site in male
and hermaphrodite embryos. (C) DamID-seq profile of lamin in-
teraction with the entire C. elegans genome in hermaphrodites and
males. Chromosomes are separated by red vertical lines. The signal
is averaged over 100-kb windows and normalized by free Dam-GFP
control. (D) DamID profile as in C of nucleoporin MEL-28.
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differences between nuclei (Fig. 3B). Data in Figure 3 are
presented as a cumulative frequency distribution (the pro-
portion of measurements [in the Y-axis] below a given
threshold [on theX-axis]) (alternative box plot representation
in Supplemental Fig. S3). Irrespective of the sex of the animal
and for both 1- and 4-Mb distances, regions located on the
X chromosome were more compact than similar distances
measured on an autosome (Fig. 3C,D). For autosomes, no
difference in the distance distribution could be observed
between males and hermaphrodites, although compaction
slightly varied between the two autosomal regions probed.
Comparing X chromosome measurements between her-
maphrodites and males showed a slightly higher compac-
tion in hermaphrodites (Fig. 3C,D), while X compaction is
similar between XO hermaphrodites and XOmales (Fig. 3E).
This strongly suggests that the higher hermaphrodite
X compaction is due to the DCC. Our measurements also
imply a DCC-independent mechanism that increases com-
paction of the X chromosome relative to autosomes in
males. This may be due to a non-sex-specific loading of
non-DCC condensins, which have a clear preference for
loading at ncRNA genes (Kranz et al. 2013), particularly
abundant on the X chromosome. Alternatively, nuclear pore
anchoring might also lead to increased compaction of the
X chromosome (see below). Altogether, it appears unlikely
that the small increase in compaction is solely responsible
for the restriction of RNA Pol II access and transcription
down-regulation of X-linked genes in hermaphrodites.

How is X compaction achieved? Random or rex site-
specific interactions between chromosomal sites could be
mediated by the DCC in hermaphrodites or the rex
anchor sites at the nuclear rim in males, leading to the
formation of a ‘‘rosette’’-type structure in which clustered
rex sites make the center of the rosette, while inter-rex
sequences loop out (Jans et al. 2009; Chow and Heard
2010). When measuring absolute distances between two
rex sites (rex-23/rex-32) and a rex and a non-rex site (rex-
33/fos1, both 1 Mb distance) (Fig. 3A), the proportions of
distances <200 nm was smaller between rex sites than
between rex and non-rex sites for both males and her-
maphrodites (Fig. 3F). Moreover, these proportions were
higher in hermaphrodites than in males, reflecting the
higher compaction observed in hermaphrodites. In line
with the difference in compaction between autosomes
and X, very few measurements <200 nm were observed
for a 1- and a 4-Mb genomic distance on chr III or chr V
(Fig. 3F). Given the low frequency of spatially close rex
sites, DC is unlikely to function by generalized clustering
of rex sites, but as rex sites are abundant on the X
chromosome, a loose rosette organization might arise
with a subset of randomly interacting rex sites (Bohn and
Heermann 2010). Therefore, the increased colocalization
of rex sites compared with rex–non-rex sites in hermaph-
rodites might be due to inter-rex interactions. Alterna-
tively, the higher proportion of very close sites could be
the result of the DCC-dependent global increase of X
chromosome compaction. In males, the increased pro-
portions of spatially close sites might reflect clustering to
the same anchor site at the nuclear periphery.
Our observation that the X chromosome is more com-

pact than autosomes in both sexes is surprising. While in
hermaphrodites, compaction of the X chromosome is
likely achieved by the DCC, it remains unclear why this
is the case in males. As the male X chromosome interacts
with nucleoporins at the nuclear periphery, we asked
whether anchoring could lead to compaction. We modeled
the behavior of chromosomes as a bead spring polymer
tethered at both telomeres to a surface representing the
nuclear periphery (Fig. 4A; Supplemental Fig. S4; Kremer
and Grest 1992). Using molecular dynamics simulations,
we studied the time evolution of conformations (distance
to the periphery [z] and size of the chromosome [Rg])
starting from a highly compact conformation: the mitotic
chromosome (Fig. 4B). In the absence of interaction with
the periphery (other than telomere tethering), higher self-
affinity leads tomore compact globular conformations (Fig.
4C, left, configurations 1 and 2; Doi and Edwards 1988). As
condensins are known to cross-link chromatin fibers
together, this could explain the observed compaction
difference between autosomes and the hermaphrodite X
chromosome. We then asked whether nuclear pore anchor-
ing as in males would influence X compaction. In the
absence of self-affinity, we introduced an affinity of the
chromosome for anchor sites at the nuclear envelope.
Unsurprisingly, this led to more peripheral conformations
(Fig. 4C). When the chromosome was allowed to interact
with any point on the surface, the interaction led to
spreading (Fig. 4C, configuration 3; Metzger et al. 2003).
In contrast, strong interaction with a limited number of
anchor sites corresponding to the density of nuclear pores
(about three pores per square micrometer) (Rohner et al.
2013) led to a limited spatial expansion of the chromosome
compared with nonanchored chromosomes (Fig. 4C, right,

Figure 3. The X chromosome shows a higher degree of compaction
compared with autosomes in males and hermaphrodites. (A) Probes
used to assess chromatin compaction were rex-31/rex-35 (4 Mb, X),
rex-32/rex-23 and rex33/fos1 (1 Mb, X), and controls on chr III and
chr V (1 and 4 Mb). (B) Interlocus distance normalization to the
nuclear diameter. (C,D) Cumulative frequency plot of normalized
interlocus distances for 1- and 4-Mb probe combinations described in
A. (E) Cumulative frequency plot of normalized interlocus distances for
rex-33/fos1 in males, hermaphrodites, and non-dosage-compensated
XO hermaphrodites. (F) Percentage of nonnormalized physical
distances <200 nm measured in both sexes for all probe combina-
tions. Statistical data are in Supplemental Table 1.
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configuration 4). The polymer is then stabilized in a com-
pact conformation partly expanded from the dense mitotic
state. As cells in embryos are rapidly dividing, steady state
is not reached before the next cell division, and discrete
anchoring of a chromosome to the nuclear pores entraps
partially decondensed compact mitotic conformations.
Modeling therefore indicates that strong chromosome
anchoring to discrete sites is sufficient to explain the
observed higher compaction of the X chromosome inmales
compared with autosomes.

A structural model for DC

Many hypotheses were put forward to mechanistically
explain how a condensin-like DCC hinders RNA Pol II
recruitment to X-linked genes. Here we show that loading
of the DCC onto the X chromosome impairs its perinu-
clear localization and interaction with nuclear pore pro-
teins. Based on our experiments, we suggest a structural
model for DC. In males, the X chromosome interacts
with nuclear pore components, which increases the
transcriptional output of X-linked genes compared with
autosomes, observed in two genome-wide studies (Deng

et al. 2011; Kruesi et al. 2013) and similar to the up-
regulation observed in male mammalian cells and Dro-
sophila (Deng et al. 2011). In hermaphrodites, loading of
the DCC on the X chromosome (Csankovszki et al. 2004;
Ercan et al. 2009; Vielle et al. 2012) impairs its perinuclear
localization by masking pore interaction sites, thereby
inhibiting pore-mediated gene activation and reducing
transcription levels on a global chromosomal scale.
Similar subnuclear localization-induced gene regulation
has been observed in yeast, in which relocation of the
HXK1 gene away from nuclear pores decreases transcrip-
tional output of the gene (Taddei et al. 2006). The validity
of this location-induced gene regulation for an entire
chromosome remains to be tested. Our DC model offers
a simple explanation for the observation that in hermaph-
rodites carrying X:autosome fusions, the DCC and asso-
ciated H4K20 methylation spread from the X onto the
autosome for megabases, but little difference was ob-
served for the transcriptional levels of the autosomal
genes (Ercan et al. 2009; Pferdehirt et al. 2011; Vielle et al.
2012). As the autosomal part of the chromosome fusion is
devoid of rex sites, it does not undergo pore-mediated up-
regulation; therefore, DCC binding is expected to have
little effect on transcriptional levels. Altogether, this
study leads to an updated model for DC in C. elegans,
with a mechanismmuch more similar toDrosophilaDC.
As DC has evolved independently in Drosophila and
nematodes, it is noticeable that in both species, DC leads
to changes of the tridimensional structure of the chro-
mosome, providing a paradigm to study the link between
the creation of nuclear subdomains and the coordinated
fine-tuning of the expression of a large number of genes.

Materials and methods

Strains and culture conditions

Nematodes were grown on NG2 medium seeded with OP50 at 22.5°C
unless otherwise stated.

Probe preparation, FISH, and microscopy

Probe preparation, FISH, and microscopy are detailed in the Supplemental

Material.

DamID

L4 worms expressing fusions to lmn-1,mel-28, or gfp, grown at 25°C, were

lysed and digested with DpnI. Fragments were ligated to double-stranded

adapters before amplification and library preparation. Sequencing data can

be accessed at Gene Expression Omnibus: GSE56270.

Polymer modeling

A chromosome was modeled by a self-avoiding bead and spring chain

confined in a cubic box in which one face is the nuclear envelope. Two

types of interactions were considered: intrachain nonspecific interactions

between beads and specific interactions between beads and sites at the

nuclear envelope.
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